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                            Healthcare is a serious game! Healthcare gaming and its
                                principles can be applied to how care is coordinated and delivered to patients.
                                Furthermore, incorporating gamification in medical education makes learning, through
                                patient cases to resolve, fun and engaging.
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                    Where the virtual experience truly comes to life, unveiling the new generation of avatars.

                    

                    


                    Take your seat in the never-before-seen HyperVerse virtual fashion show and discover the breathtaking experience of the new generation of avatars with an impressive look & feel.


                    Get ready for a virtual revolution like never before! We are thrilled to announce the grand launch of HyperVerse Discovery Lounge - the ultimate destination where virtual unites reality, and unforgettable experiences await!


                    
                        
                            More about the new avatars
                        

                        
                            Direct access to the fashion show
                        

                    



                    


                    

                        
                            
                                Discover your virtual Alter Ego

                                With over 9 million possibilities, take your seat and indulge in personalizing your virtual YOU to express your unique identity.
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                                        Cutting-edge 3D technology for unparalleled sensations.
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                                        Enjoy an incredible dressing room 

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Accessorize your avatars and enjoy unlimited customization.
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                                        Dazzle your friends, colleagues, or customers by sharing your selfies on social networks.

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Even virtual face lifts and stylish haircuts await you.
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                                        Outfits worthy of top designers for a style that is both distinctive and captivating.
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                Hyperverse International is
                        Today’s Metaverse

                Ready to get your own 1st Class Virtual Destination?

                 Strengthening your Company & Brands
                        visibility,
                        communication and networking.
 Engaging
                        experiences with a human touch visitors like.

                        Multiple combinations of 3D objects & solutions that meet your virtual universe
                        expectations.
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            Subscribe to our newsletter to keep you informed on our regular updates and news about
                Hyperverse Solutions
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            Want to know more ?

            Meet with Norman Schor :
                Phone : +32 477 18 72 41 - eMail : norman@hyperverseint.com
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